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Building Relationships
One Community at a Time      

  
"We have received m any favorable com m ents on the change. Your knowledge
of product and excellent understanding of our needs and budgetary lim its
m eshed together for an attractive finished plan. From  our initial start to the
final com pleted installation, you were on top of the project keeping us inform ed
along the way".
 
Robert D. Kralowetz
President, Balintore HOA    

Mailbox Moves 
Balintore Community, Palm Harbor, FL.

Balintore is a community  located near Lake Tarpon in Pinellas County  Florida and is
surrounded by  the private Lansbrook Golf Club. Balintore is self- managed by  their home
owners association, which consists of a Board of Directors whom are delegated to committee
assignments. Their slogan is to be "A Community  Where Neighbors Become Friends." The
community  consists of four private streets with one entry  and exit way . 
 
Balintore has a commitment to its community  to keep it well maintained for both appearance
and functionality . After recently  pav ing the roads, the community  was interested in new
mailboxes. The 68 homes prev iously  had outdated stucco mailboxes that desperately  needed
an upgrade. The HOA contacted Creative Mailbox & Sign Designs and tasked our team to
create a new v ision that would be modern and tasteful to enhance the look of the community ,
while maintaining a clean and uniform look.
 
We installed new cast aluminum mailboxes that incorporated their community  logo which
tied in with existing entry way  signage. The biggest challenge encountered was the removal of
the current stucco mailboxes. which had concrete pads. As usual, our team of professional
installers pulled off the project without a hitch.
 
The community  is very  happy  with the result of the project and are currently  partnering with
us for other projects within their associated communities.
 
Account Manager: Mary  Magaraci
 

Look at how the com m unity  was transform ed!
 

      Before                                                                     After
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Getting Social
Please Like Us on Facebook!
 
Our Creative team would like to connect with you so we
are able to communicate with you about new products,
upcoming volunteer opportunities and projects that we
are currently involved with. Connect!

  

New Opportunity?
Drop us a Note!
 
From design to fabrication to install, we do it all! Whether it is for mailboxes, new
street signs or an entryway sign to a community, please contact our team at 
orders@creativemailboxdesigns.com.  
 

  

Contact
Nicole Conte, Marketing Associate

12801 Commodity  Place, Tampa FL.

Stay Connected
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813-7 49-2452
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